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Abstract 
Cazanescu, V.-E. and G. Stefanescu, Classes of finite relations as initial abstract data types I, 
Discrete Mathematics 90 (1991) 233-265. 
The aim of this paper is to give axiomatizations for sixteen types of finite relations. These 
classes of relations are obtained as intersections of the following basic classes of relations: total 
relations, surjective relations, partial functions, and injective relations. 
A normal form for all relations is given and each of the sixteen types of relations is 
(syntactically) characterized by certain additional conditions on this normal form. 
For each of the sixteen types T, a set of identities E, is singled out. The class of relations of 
type T forms an initial algebra in the category of all algebras which satisfy E,. In the first part 
of this paper, for each type T the involved algebras are symmetric strict monoidal categories (in 
the sense of MacLane), enriched with certain specific constants. 
1. Introduction 
In the study of flowchart schemes the finite relations have a place similar to 
that of the numbers in the study of polynomials, cf. [7]. This is our motivation for 
the research done in order to characterize different types of finite relations as 
initial objects of certain varieties. The aim of the research is to find, for some 
types of finite relations, a poorer and poorer algebraic structure (i.e. a bigger and 
bigger variety) such that the finite relations of the given type form the initial 
object of that variety. 
* Early versions of this research have been presented to the Romanian Academy (19 June 1987, 
Bucharest, Romania), to the National Colloquium INFO-IASI’87 (9-10 Ott 1987, Iagi, Romania) [6] 
and to the 3rd East European Category Seminar EECS’88 (29 February-3 March 1988, Predela, 
Bulgaria) [S]. 
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A classic result, presented also in [4], says that the finite functions and the finite 
partial functions form the initial algebraic theory in the sense of Lawvere [18] and 
the initial pointed algebraic theory, respectively. In these cases we prove a similar 
result for a poorer algebraic structure. 
For the other types of finite relations studied in this paper we have not found 
characterizations as initial abstract data types in the literature. (In the meantime 
we have found that proofs of the one-sorted versions of Corollary 2.3 and of case 
a6 of Corollary 6.5 also appeared in [l].) 
(a) Initial abstract data types 
We outline the ADJ group viewpoint regarding the abstract data types, cf. [17], 
where it is argued to consider the specifications of data as initial objects in certain 
varieties of multi-sorted algebras. For more details the book of Ehrig-Mahr [lo] 
is useful. 
An S-sorted signature (S, .Z) consists of a set S of sorts and a set Z of operation 
symbols endowed with a function r : Z+ S* x S. A z-algebra A = ({A,},,s, 
{us},&, or simply A = (A,, u,& consists of a set A, for each s E S (called the 
carrier of A of sort s) and a function 
a, : A,, x A,, x . - . x A,+A,, 
for each u E 2 with r(u) = (s1s2. - - s,, s), (called the operation of A named by 
a). As a matter of fact, n depends on o and therefore we should write something 
like n(a); but we prefer the simpler notation II. If A = (A,, uA) and B = (B,, uB) 
are both Z-algebras, a 2-morphism h : A -+ B is a family of functions {h, : A, + 
BsIsss which preserve the operations. This means they satisfy 
h,(o,(ai, a2, . . . p 4) = dk,(aA h&d, . . . , h&J), 
for each UE t: with r(u) = (s1s2. . es,, s) and for each ai EA,,, i E [n]. 
Throughout this paper we denote by [n] the set (1, 2, . . . , n}, in particular 
[O] = 0. 
Let 7”X) be the Z-algebra freely generated by the S-sorted set X = {Xs}s.s. 
A x-equation is a triple (X, L, R) where X is an S-sorted set and L, R E TAX), 
for some s E S; here TAX), stands for the carrier of sorts s of TAX). In the usual 
notation the equation is L = R, i.e. L is the left hand side and R is the right hand 
side of the equation (X, L, R). A Z-algebra A satisfies (X, L, R) if h,(L) = h,(R) 
for each Z-morphism h : TAX) --, A, where s is the sort of L and also of R. If E 
is a set of Z-equations, then a Z-algebra A is said to be a Z-E-algebra if A 
satisfies every equation in E. 
A presentation (S, 2, E) consists of an S-sorted signature (S, Z’) and a set E of 
Z-equations. We say that a data type T, as encountered in the literature, is 
presented as an initial abstract data type if there exists a presentation (S, ,Z’, E) 
such that T becomes an initial Z-E-algebra, i.e. T is a Z-E-algebra and for every 
Z-E-algebra A there exists a unique Z-morphism h : T,-+A. 
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In this paper we prove that sixteen types of finite relations can be presented as 
initial abstract data types. 
(b) Sorted relations, Rel, 
For a E S* we denote by Ial the length of a and for i E [lull, we denote by a, E S 
the ith letter of a. As we use the additive notation for the concatenation of S* it 
follows that u = a, + u2 + - * . + a,,,. 
For a, 6 ES* let 
Rel,(u, b)={(u,f, b) If~[lul] X [PI], (i,j)Efimplies ui=bj}. 
Throughout this paper, we shall write shortly f instead of (a, f, b) for every 
(a, f, b) E Rel,(u, b). An f E Rel,(u, b) is said to be an S-sorted relation from a to 
b. 
(c) The signature of Rel, 
The basic operations are composition and sum. Composition is denoted by * 
and it is the usual one, namely for f E Rel&u, b) and g E Rel,(b, c) the composite 
f -g E Rel,(u, c) is given by 
f . g = {(i, j) 1 3k with (i, k) efand (k, j) l g}. 
Note that the composition is written in the diagramatic order, i.e. for a -&= b+ c 
the composite is f . g. 
Sum: for f E RelS(u, b) and g E Rel,(c, d) the sum f + g E Rel,(u + c, b + d) is 
defined by 
f fg =fU {(lul +i, IN +i) I (i,j) Eg). 
The following particular relations will be used in the sequel. 
Identity 
1, = {(i, i) 1 i E [[al]} E Rel,(u, a); 
Block transposition 
aXb = {(i, Ibl + i) 1 i E [lul]} U ((la1 + j, j) 1 j E [lbl]} E RelS(u + b, b + a); 
Block identification 
V, = {(i, i) 1 i E [[al]} U {([al + i, i) I i E [lull} E Rel,(u + a, a); 
Adding dummy elements to the target: 
T, = 0 E RelS(il, a), where il is the empty word; 
Adding dummy elements to the source: 
I” = 0 E Rel,(u, A); 
Block ramification (fork) : 
A” = {(i, i) ) i E [[al]} U {(i, (al + i) I i E [lull} E Rels(u, a + a). 
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From the above viewpoint Rel, is a E-algebra of signature (S* x S*, 2) which 
has the composition * and the sum + as basic operations and l,, aXb, V,, T,, I” 
and A” as constants (0-ary operations). For each (a, b) ES* x S*, the carrier of 
Rels of sort (a, b) is Rel,(a, b). Formally 
J? = {.%b,C I a, b, c es*> U {+a,b,c,d 1 a, b, c, d E s*) U (1, 1 a E s*> 
U{“Xb~u,b~S*}U{V,~u~S*}u{T,(u~S*} 
U{l”~uES*}U{A~~u~S*}, 
and the function r : Z+ (S* x S*)* x (S* x S*) is defined by 
r(‘a,b,c) = ((a, bM, c), (a, c>), r(L) = (4 (a, aI>, 
r(+a,b,c,d) = ((a, b)tc,d), (a + c, b + 41, r(aXb) = (I., (a + b, b + a)), 
r(V,) = (4 (u + u, u)), r(Aa) = (A, (a., a + a)), 
r(T,) = (A, (4 u)), r(l”) = (A, (u, A)). 
(d) A presentation of Rel, 
The equations will be written in the usual way omitting the subscripts for * and 
+, and even the sign . in some cases. We denote by f : a + b a variable f of sort 
(a, b) and we omit to indicate the sort when no confusion arises. Sometimes we 
writef =g=hinsteadoff =gandg=h. 
A presentation of Rel, in terms of the above signature is given in Table 1, 
showing that Rel, is a symmetric strict monoidal category (axioms Bl-10) 
Table 1 
These equations give a presentation of Rel, 
031) f(&) = (fg)h, 
(B2) Lf =f =f I,, 
W) f+k+h)=(f+g)+h, 
(B4) l,+f=f=f+l,, 
(B5) 1, + 1, = l,,,, 
(B6) (f +g)(u + u) =fi +gu, 
(B7) ‘Xb. ‘X0 = lo+b, 
(B8) “X” = l,, 
(B9) aXb+c = (.Xb + l,)(l, + .Xc), 
(BlO) (f+g)‘Xd =“X”(g+f), wheref : a+c and g: 6-d. 
(A) (“0 + W, = (1, + VJ”,> 
(B) “X” . V, = V, , 
(C) (To + L)Va = L, 
(D) V;l”=l”+l”, 
(E) T, . 1” = l,, 
(A”) A”(A” + 1,) = A”& + A”), 
(B”) A” . “X” = /\“, 
(Co) A,(,= + 1,) = I,, 
(D”) T;A”=T,+T,, 
(F) V, . A” = (A” + Aa)& + “X” + l,)(V, + V,), 
(G) A” . V, = 1,. 
(SVl) TA = l,, (WY) I”= l,, 
(SW Ta+b = T, + T,, (SV27 l”‘b = 1” + lb, 
(SV3) v, = l,, (sv3O) A” = I,, 
(SV4) V,+, = (1, + bXo + lb)(Va + V,), (SV4”) A”+b = (A”+Ab)(l,+%‘+Ib). 
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enriched with some additional operations that obey the basic axioms A-G and 
the axioms of type SV. The latter ones show how ‘vectorial’ constants can be 
expressed in terms of ‘scalar’ ones (vectorial means V,, T,, I”, A” for u with 
Ial 3 0, while scalar means the same for a with Ia] = 1). Notice that the axioms 
B8-9 are also of the same type. 
Some parentheses are omitted in Table 1, provided that composition has a 
stronger binding power than sum. 
It is a simple exercise to show that the identities in Table 1 hold in Rels. 
(e) Particular classes of relations (semantically deBned) 
From a semantic viewpoint we are interested in the following properties of a 
relation f E Rel,(u, b): 
(1) fis total: (Vi e [lull) (3j E [lbl]) (i, j) Ef; 
(2) fis surjective: (Vj E [lb]]) (3 E [lull) (i, j) Ef; 
(3) f is functional (a partial function): (Vi E [lull and j, k E [ lbl]) [(i, j) of and 
(i, k) of imply j = k]; 
(4) fis injective: (Vk E [@I] and i, j E [lull) [(i, k) Efand (j, k) efimply i = j]. 
These properties are very independent, in the sense of Moore. The different 
combinations of these four properties give the sixteen types of finite relations we 
shall characterize as initial abstract data types. Notice that these classes of 
relations contain the particular classes of relations under consideration in the 
study of flowchart schemes presented in [7]. 
(f) A syntactical representation of relations 
For every a E S* and n E N we inductively define Vz E Rels(nu, a) and 
A; E Rel,(u, nu) by: 
vll=T,, A”0 = I”, 
V :+I = (V: + l,)V,, A”,+i = A”(/\; + 1,). 
Note that VA = A: = l,, Vz = V, and A! = A”. 
In Section 3 we shall prove that every f E Rel,(u, b) can be represented as 
(1.1) 
where X is a bijection. Moreover, X may be represented in terms of ., +, 1, and 
X, namely as a composite of bijections of the type 1, + ‘Xc + ld. 
(g) Particular classes of relations xy-Rel, (syntactically defined) 
We can define sixteen types of finite relations by putting conditions on the 
indices mj and ni used in (1.1) as has been done in Table 2. 
Notation xy-Rel,: Let x E {a, b, c, d} and y E {CX, 8, y, 6) be two restrictions as 
in Table 2. We denote by xy-RelS the set of all the relations having at least one 
representation (1.1) satisfying x and y. 
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Table 2 
Restrictions on the indices m, and ni 
used in expressions of type (1.1) 
(a) all mj = 1, (LX) all ni = 1, 
(b) all m,Sl, @) all n, S 1, 
(c) all m,Sl, (y) alln,>l, 
(d) arbitrary m,, (6) arbitrary ni. 
(h) Connecting syntax and semantics 
The restrictions xy give natural classes of relations xy-Rel, that coincide with 
the classes of relations given by properties l-4 in Subsection (e). These classes 
are presented in Table 3. 
The main results of this paper correspond to the 16 rows of Table 3. Each of 
them has the following structure. A class of finite relations is defined by the 
properties in column 3, is denoted as indicated in column 6 and its elements are 
known as indicated in column 4. The class is characterized by the fact that each of 
its elements has at least a representation of the form (1.1) satisfying the 
restrictions indicated in column 1. An equivalent characterization is the property 
of being an initial object in the variety defined by the signature in column 2 and 
the equations in column 5. 
Let us explain in more detail the passing from colum 3 to column 2. 
The sixteen semantically defined data types are closed under composition and 
sum, and they contain 1, and aXb for a, b E S*. This is the reason to include these 
operations in all the signatures of the sixteen data types. 
Note that 
I” has properties 2, 3 and 4; 
T, has properties 1, 3 and 4; 
A” has properties 1, 2 and 4; 
V, has properties 1, 2 and 3. 
Therefore every xy-relation has the properties given in column 3. The converse 
statement follows from Theorem 3.1. 
We remark that the use of each of the relations I”, T,, A” and V, leads to the 
loss of one of the above properties. Hence to establish the operations useful in 
the study of each of the sixteen data types we remove the operations which lead 
to the loss of properties that characterize the studied data type. In conclusion, to 
obtain the signatures of the sixteen data types we add to the common operations 
(composition, sum, l,, aXb) those given in the second column of Table 3. 
The above sixteen data types are ordered by inclusion. We present their partial 
ordered set by the Hasse diagram in Fig. 1. 
Notice that the segments are grouped into four equivalence classes of parallel 
segments. The passing along of each segment of an equivalence class from a lower 
data type to an upper data type corresponds to the adding of the operation 
indicated at the bottom of the figure, and to the loss of the property indicated at 
the top of the figure. 
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Fig. 1. 
(i) The results 
To present each of the sixteen data types 
Table 1 those equations that contain only 
signature. 
we choose from the equations in 
the operations in the data type 
For instance, in the case of partial surjective functions the signature is 
{e, +, 1, X, V, I}, hence the presentation is given by the equations Bl-10, A, B, 
D, SV3-4 and SVl’-2” in Table 1. 
The resulted equations for each case are given by column 5 of Table 3. 
The main result of this paper shows that each of the sixteen data types may be 
presented by the signature in column 2 and the equations in column 5 of Table 3 
as an initial abstract data type. 
(j) Extensions 
The above results apply to acyclic flowchart schemes. In order to apply the 
present axiomatization to cyclic flowchart schemes one has to add a looping 
operation. This extension may easily be done by using feedbackation in [20] as 
looping operation. Details are given in [9]. 
2. A frame to study bijections: symmetric strict monoidal categories 
(B, +, e) is said to be a strict monoidal category (smc, for short) (cf. [ 19]), if B 
is a category which satisfies the following conditions: 
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(1) The class of objects of B is a monoid with respect to + whose neutral 
element is an object denoted e. 
(2) For every f E B(a, 6) and g E B(c, d) the sum f + g E B(a + c, b + d) is 
defined and satisfies the axioms B3-6 in Table 1, where A must be replaced by e 
in B4. 
If B is an smc we denote by Oh(B) the monoid of its objects and by Mar(B) 
the monoid of its morphisms. 
A functor H : (B, +, e) + (B’, +, e’) is said to be an smc morphism if 
(1) H(e) = e’ and H(a + b) = H(a) + H(6), for all objects a and b in B, 
(2) H(f + g) = H(f) + H(g), for all morphisms f and g in B. 
Notice that the restriction and corestriction of H to objects, denoted 
Oh(H) : Oh(B)-, Ob(B’), and to morphisms, denoted Mar(H) : Mar(B)-, 
Mor(B’), are monoid morphisms. 
(B, +, e, y) is said to be a symmetric strict monoidal category (ssmc, for short) if 
(B, +, e) is an smc and for all objects a, b in B, a morphism ya,6 E B(u + b, b + a) 
is given and the following axioms hold: 
(B7) Ya,bYb,o = lo+br 
@W ~a,e = 10, 
039) Ya,b+c = (Ya,b + lc)(lb + Ya,ch 
(B10) ya,b(f + g) = (g +f)~~,~ where f l B(b, d) and g e B(a, c). 
We prefer to use the notation OXb in the case of a concrete ssmc included in Rel, 
and to use the notation in [19]: Ya,b, in the abstract setting. With this specification 
it is clear that B7-10 in Table 1 and B7-10 above coincide. 
A functor H : (B, +, e, y) -+ (B’, +, e’, y’) is said to be an ssmc morphism if H 
is an smc morphism such that H(yo,b) = Yh(o),H(b) for all objects a and b in B. 
It is easy to see that each of the sixteen data types xy-Rel, given in the 
introduction is an ssmc. 
By using B7 it follows that the following identities hold in an ssmc: 
(B8’) Ye.0 = 10, 
(B9’) Yo+b,c = (la + Yb.c)(Ya,c + lb). 
Lemma 2.1. In an ssmc the following identities hold: 
(1) Ya,b+c+d (lb + Yc,d + la) = &+b + Yc,d)(Ya.b+d + lc)(lb+d + ya.c). 
(2) (Yo+b.c + ld)&+a + Yb.d) = &+b + Yc.d)& + Yb,d + lc)Yo+d+b.c. 
Proof. (1) 
Ya,b+r+dtlb + Yr,d + la) by BlO 
= (lo + (lb + Yc.d)ha,b+d+r by B9 
= (lu+b + Yc.d)(Yab+d + k)(lb+d + Yo,,). 
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(2) (Ya+b,c + ldKlc+a + Yb,d) by B6, B7 
= (la+b + Yc,d)(la+b + Yd,c)(Yo+b,c + l&l,+, + Yb,d) by B9’ 
= (lo+6 + Yc,d)Yo+b+d,c& + &I + Yb,d)) by BlO 
= (la+b + Yc,d)& + Yb,d + lcha+d+b,c* 0 
Theorem 2.2. For every ssmc (B, +, e, y) and for every monoid morphism 
h : S*+ Oh(B) there is a unique ssmc morphism H : Bis+ B such that Oh(H) = 
h. 
Proof. Due to Camelia Tudorache. Since the definition of H on objects is given 
by the condition Oh(H) = h we only have to define H on morphisms. To simplify 
the notation we write boldface a instead of h(a), for every a E S*. 
We prove by induction on the nonnegative integer n that there exists a function 
H that maps g E Bi,(c, b) with ICI G n onto H(g) E B(c, 6) such that: 
(1) H(1,) = l,, if Ial <n; 
(2) H(“Xb) = y,+ if la + bl G n; 
(3) H(fg) = H(f )H(g), if f E Bi,(a, b), g E Bi,(b, c) and Ihl G n; 
(4) H(f + g) = H(f) + H(g), if f E Bi,(a, b), g E Bi,(c, d) and la + cl s n. 
For IZ = 1, we define H(l,J = 1, and H(1,) = 1, for every s E S. Notice that the 
above four properties hold. 
Suppose that H is defined for all g E Bi,(c, 6) with ICI <n and has the four 
properties above. First we have to define H on bijections of length n. Let 
f E Bi,(a, b) with Ial = n. F or every i E [[al] there exists a unique 
& E Bis(ar + * * * + ai- + a,+l +. . . + a,, bl + * * * + bf(i)_l+ b~~ifci,+l+ . . * + b,) 
such that 
f = (l,,+...+,_, + u’X,8+‘+...+un)(fi + l,,)(lb,+...+b,C,,_l + blc”+‘+‘..+bnXb”“). 
Therefore it is natural to define H(f) as E;, where 
E;= &,+.-+a,_, + vo,,,,+,+...+=,)(H(f) + L,)(L,,+-.+b,,,-, + Ybl(,,+,+...+b..bl(,)). 
The difficulty is to show the definition is correct, namely the morphism Ej does 
not depend on i. 
To prove this let us consider two indices i, j E [Ial], say i <j. Let a = a’ + ai + 
a” + ai + a”’ where (a’[ = i - 1 and la’ + ai + a”[ = j - 1. We have to study two 
cases: f(i) <f(j) and f(j) <f(i). As there is little difference between the two 
cases we study only the second one. 
Since f(i)>f(j), we may write b = b’ +aj + b”+a; + b”‘, where lb’1 =f(j) - 1 
and lb’ + aj + b”1 = f (i) - 1. Moreover there is a unique g E Bi,(a’ + a” + a”‘, 
b’ + 6” + b”‘) such that 
and 
f; = (Lz.+,,r + “xa”‘)(g + l,)(l,. + b”+b”‘Xo), 
f, = (I,, + %,“+,“‘)(g + la,)(lb’+b” + b”‘Xa’). 
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By the inductive hypothesis 
H(J) = (l&4+,. + Y,,,,4(H(g) + l,)(l,, + Yb”+b’“,0,) 
and similarly for H(6). Hence by substituting in Ei we obtain 
4 = (18, + ~a,,o”+a,+o”,)(la,+n,, + ~~,,a,” + L,Wk) + &+a,) 
. h’ + Yb”+b”‘,aj + lr,)(lb’+a,+b” + Yb”.a,) (2.1) 
and similarly 
Ej = (1 u,+a,+o* + Y+4(111, + Ya,,a’,+r”, + la/NH(g) + la,+a,) 
. (1 b’+b” + yb’“.a, + 1,)(1b’ + &“+a,+b”‘,a,)- 
By axiom B7 we have lni+=, = yo,,a,l,,,+,,iy,,,.n,, hence by I36 
Ej= (1 (1’+(1,+(1” + Y,,,,4(1,* + YSz,,,.o~+**~~ + lC7,)(lo’+o”+#z” + YB,,PI) 
* (H(g) + ~a,+rr,)(lb’+b”+b”‘+ %,,,)(lb’+b” + ?%“‘,a, + 1,)(1b’ + h”+cx,+b”‘.a,)~ 
(2.2) 
By Lemma 2.1.1 and B6 the product of the first two factors in (2.1) equals the 
product of the first three factors in (2.2) and by Lemma 2.1.2 the product of the 
last two factors in (2.1) equals the product of the last three factors in (2.2), hence 
Ei = Ej. 
Therefore we may correctly define H(f) by 
H(f) = &,+...+,z_, + Y,.,+,+...+~.)(H(f) + lo,)(lb,+...+b,c,j_, + Ybn,,+,+-+b,.o,k 
Secondly we prove the four properties above hold. 
(1) Let a E S* with 1~1 = iz. We write a = b + s with s E S. The definition of H 
and the inductive hypothesis imply 
H(l,) = (lb + Ys,~)(~&) + ls)(lb + Ye.,) = lb + ls = la. 
(2) Let a, b Es* with la + bl = n. If U = A then H(“Xb) = H(1,) = lb = Ya,b. If 
a # A we write a = c + s with s E S. 
The definition of H and the inductive hypothesis imply 
H(“Xb) = (lc + Ys.b)(H(CXb) + l&lb+, + Ye,s) 
= (lc + Ys,b)(Yc.b + ls) = Yc+s.b = Ya.6. 
(3) Let f E B&(u, b) and g E Bi,(b, c) where Ial = n. We fix i E [lu]] and we 
write u = U’ + ui + u” where lu’l =i - 1, b = 6’ + ai + 6” where lb’1 =f(i) - 1 and 
c = c’ + a, + c” where Ic’J = g(f(i)) - 1. As for f;, denote by gi the corresponding 
bijections obtained starting from g. It follows that 
fg = (l,, + “‘X”“)(f;g,(,, + l,)( l,, + .“X,). 
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Therefore, 
H(f)H(g) = (1,. + Y=,,afl)(H(&) + lsJ(lb, + Yb”,r,) 
’ (lb’ + Yai,*“)(H(gf(i)) + lai)(L’ + Yd’.a,) 
= (la’ + Yaz,am)(H(.hgf(iJ + LJ(L + Yc*‘,a,) = H(fg)* 
(4) Let f E Bi,(a, b) and g E Bi,(c, d) where la + cl = IZ. If c = A then H(f + 
g) = H(f) = H(f) + 1, = H(f) + H(g). If c #A, we fix i e [[cl], we write c = 
c’+c;+c”, where lc’l = i - 1 and d = d’ + ci + d” with Id’1 =g(i) - 1 and we 
remark that 
f + g = (la+,* + “zXC”)(f + gi + lc,)(lb+& + #F). 
Therefore, 
H(f) + H(g) = H(f) + (lc, + Y,/)(H(gi) + lC,)(l& + YC.,) 
= (l,+,, + Y,,,,)(H(f + gi) + lC)(lb+& + Yd’,C,) = H(f + g). 
In conclusion, we have defined by induction H : Bi,+ B. It is easy to see that 
H is the unique ssmc morphism which on objects coincides with h and the 
theorem is proved. Cl 
Let SSMC be the category of all the symmetric strict monoidal categories. If M 
is a fixed monoid we denote by SSMCw the subcategory of SSMC defined by: 
(1) (B, +, e, y) is an object of SSMC, iff Oh(B) = M, 
(2) A morphism H in SSMC between two objects of SSMCM is a morphism in 
SSMC,+, iff H(a) = a for every a E M. 
Corollary 2.3. Bis is an initial object in SSMCs.. 
This corollary shows that Bis may be presented as an initial abstract data type 
using the equations Bl-10 in Table 1. 
Corollary 2.4. Let h : X* + S* be a monoid morphism and let H : Bix + Bis be 
the unique ssmc morphism such that Oh(H) = h. Zf f E Bi& y), i E [Ixl] and 
j E [Ih(x then 
WfW+ + * * * +xi-111 +i) = IQ, +. . . +Yf(i)-l)I +i. 
Proof. We write X’ = X1 + . * . + Xi-i, XV = Xi+1 + . . . +x,,,, y’ = y, + . . . + yfC,)_l 
and y” = yfC,,+i + . . * + y,,,,. If g E Bi,(x’ +x”, y’ + y”) is the unique bijection 
such that 
f = (“‘XXI + l,.)(l, + g)PXY’ + ly”) 
then it follows that 
H(f) = (h(x’)Xh(xz) + l,,,..,)(l,,,, + H(g))(h(xi)Xh(y’) + lhCy”J 
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therefore 
H(f)(lh(x’)l +i) = ](L(X,) + H(gP+o(Y’) + lJ@,))](j) 
= (mgo((Y') + 1 
h(Y”))(d = Ih(Y ‘)I + i. 0 
Remark 2.5. With the notation in the introduction, the morphism H(f) defined in 
Corollary 2.4 is the unique function in Rel, that satisfies 
(L(x,+...+x,_,) + lr+,) + T,(,,+,+...+,,,,,)H(f )(lh(yl+‘.‘+yf(i)~l) + L(yn,,) 
+ lMYfw+1 +-.+Ylvl) 
) 
= 1 
WJ 
for every i E [Ix I]. 
Definition 2.6. A morphism f of an ssmc is said to be an acu-(base)-morphism if it 
is a composite of a finite number of morphisms of the type 1, + yb,c + ld. 
Proposition 2.7. Suppose i, o : B ’ + B are two ssmc morphisms and I : Ob(B’)-, 
Mar(B) is a monoid morphism such that Z(a) E B(i(a), o(a)), for a E Ob(B’). 
Then for every ao-morphism f E B’(a, b) the following equality holds: 
Z(a) . o(f) = i(f) * Z(b). (2.3) 
Proof. By structural induction on f. First notice that 
I(a)o(l,) = Z(a) = i(l,)Z(a) 
and 
r(a + b)o(Y& = (I(a) +@))y o(0)++) = y+),i&(b) + Z(a)) = i(yo,b)l(b + a). 
Second, if (2.3) holds for f E B’(a, b) and g E B’(b, c) then (2.3) holds for fg too: 
Z@)o(fg) = Z(a)o(f )o(g) = i(f )Z(b)o(g) = i(f )i(g)Z(c) = i(fg)Z(c) 
and if (2.3) holds for f E B’(a, c) and g E B’(b, d) then (2.3) holds for f +g too: 
Z(a + b)o(f + g) = (Z(a) + Z(b))(o(f) + o(g)) = Z(a)o(f) + Z(b)o(g) 
= i(f )Z(c) + i(g)Z(d) = (i(f) + i(g))(Z(c) + Z(d)) 
= i(f + g)Z(c + d). 0 
3. A representation of the tinite relations 
We begin with an example. Suppose S 2 {s, t, u, v} and f = ((1, l), (1, 3), 
(4, l), (4, 3), (4, 5), (3, 2), (5, 2)) E Rels(a, b) where a = s + t + v + s + v and 
b = s + v + s + u + s; see Fig. 2(a). The relation f may also be represented by the 
picture in Fig. 2b. 
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s t ” s v .
f w . 
s ” s u s 
s ” s u S 
(b) 
Fig. 2. 
We may see f as an S-sorted set: the sort of (j, i) of is ui ( = bi). Moreover we 
may obtain from f an element of S* if we introduce a linear order on 6 We do 
this twice by 
and 
(j, i) < (j’, i’) @ j <j’ or (j = j’ and i < i’) (3.1) 
(j, i) 4 (j’, i’) e i < i’ or (i = i’ and j < j’). (3.2) 
We obtain the following elements of S*: 2s + Ot + v + 3s + ?_I and 2~ + 2v + 2s + 
OU +s (the second and the third rows in Fig. 2(b)). 
The bijection f2 in Fig. 2(b) has a number of arrows equal to the number of 
elements of J The arrow corresponding to the pair (j, i) links the position of (j, i) 
with respect to the order (3.1), with the position of (j, i) with respect to the order 
(3.2). The function f3 in Fig. 2(b) corresponds to the second projection q(j, i) = i 
and the relationf, in Fig. 2(b) corresponds to the converse of the first projection 
p(j, i) =j. 
Consequently, Fig. 2(b) gives a decomposition of f as fif2f3 where fr = 
A”,+A&+A~+K3+A\;I,f2isabijectionandf,=V~+V2,+V~+~+V~. 
Theorem 3.1. Every f E Rel,(a, b) can be written in a unique way us f =fif& 
where 
(i) fr = AZ, + AZ:, + . . . + A%& with mj 2 0, 
fi Is from Bis and 
f3=v;;+vz+.. - + V”IbI bIbI with ni 2 0 , 
(ii) for every (j, i) E f there exists a unique (k, k’) E f2 such that (j, k) E fi and 
(k’, i) EL 
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(iii) for every j E [lull the restriction 
(L,,,+.-.+m,m,rr,_, + 1, + Tm,+,~,+,+...+m,,,a,.Ilf2 
is an increasing function and for every i E [lb I] the corestriction 
Ml nlbl+...+n,-lb,-l + I~,~, + ln,+lb,+l+...+nlblblhl) 
is an increasing partial function. 
Proof. Let f E Rel,(a, 6). For j E [lul] let mi be the cardinal of the set 
{i E WI1 I (i, i) Ef > and for i E [lbl] let nj be the cardinal of the set {j E 
[lu]] ) (j, i) E f }. Using the order (3.1) we may write the pairs off as at the top of 
the rectangle in Fig. 3, where for every j E [lull 
lSi’,<i’,<. ..<i’i,C(b1. 
Using the order (3.2) we may write the pairs of f as at the bottom of the 
rectangle in Fig. 3, where for every i E [lbl] 
1sjf<j;<. . .<j;,qaI. 
Define fi and f3 by the equalities in (i). These relations may be seen at the top 
and at the bottom of Fig. 3, respectively. 
To obtain the bijection f2 we draw for every (j, i) E f an arrow in the rectangle 
in Fig. 3 from (j, i) in the top row to (j, i) in the bottom row. Formally for every 
j E [lull, u E [mi], i E [lbl] and v E [nj] we have 
f*(m1+m2+*. * + mj-l + 2.4) = n, + n2 + . . . + ni_l + V 
if and only if (j, i) E f, u is the cardinal number of the set {(j, r) E f 1 r s i} and v 
is the cardinal number of the set {(I, i) E f 1 r 6 j}. For every (j, i) E f, defining u 
and u as above we deduce from (j, m, + m2 + . - * + mj_, + u) E fi and (nl + n2 + 
. . . + ni-l + Y, i) E f3 that fi fif3 2 f. If (j, i) E fi f2f3 then there exist u E [mj] and 
v E [nil such that (j, ml + m2 + . . * + mi-, + u) E f,, f2(ml + * . . + mj_l+ u) = 
Iz1+. . . + ni_-l + v and (n, +. * . + ~l~__~ + TJ, i) E f3, therefore using the definition 
of fi we deduce that J&f3 E f. 
. ai . . 
4 . . b; 
Fig. 3. 
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Let (k, k’) ef2 such that (j, k) efi and (k’, i) ef3. As (j, k) l fl there exists 
u~[m~]suchthatk=rn,+~~~ + mi_l + u. As (k’, i) l f3 there exists v E [nj] such 
that k’=nl+--. + ni_1 + II. From the definition of f2 and from (k, k’) E fi we 
deduce that u is the cardinal number of the set {(j, r) e f ( r s i} and u is the 
cardinal number of the set {(r, i) E f 1 r c j}, hence the uniqueness of the pair 
(k, k’) follows. 
For j E Ml, 
(Tm,o,+...+m,_,a,_, + I,, + Tm,+,a,+,+...+m,.,“,.llf2 
is increasing, because the pairs (j, ii), . . . , (j, i’ij) appear in the bottom row in 
the same order. For i E [@I], 
fZ(1 nlbl+..~n,-&l + l”,b, + ~n,+lbi+l+...+nlblblbl) 
is increasing as the pairs (jf, i), . . . , (ii,, i) appear in the top row in the same 
order. 0 
A decomposition f = f&f3 that satisfies (i) in Theorem 3.1 will be called a 
representation of f. The unique representation of f given in Theorem 3.1 will be 
called the standard representation off. 
Using the standard representation of relations we deduce that every relation, 
having the properties given in column 3 of Table 3, is an xy-relation for the xy 
given by column 1 of that table. 
Convention for C. For brevity we write CicInl gi instead of g, + . . * + g,. But 
since the sum is not commutative, Cielnlgi may be meaningless. To avoid this 
ambiguity we use the following convention: the indices are always taken from 
finite linearly ordered sets and the addition is done in the increasing order of 
indices. Unless otherwise stated, when the indices are in N the order is ‘less than’. 
In the sequel we prove some connections between the standard representation 
off E Rel,(a, b) and another representation off. For the standard representation 
we keep the notation in Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 3.2. Zf f = f if ;f; is another representation off, where 
f;= c AZ; and f;= c U& then there exist hi E Bi,(mjai, m,!ai) 
jell41 ie[lbll 
for each j E [lull and gi E B&(njb,, nib,) for each i E [lbl] such that 
f =f I[ (E,, hj)f;(i.&gi))G 
is a representation off which fulfils (iii) in Theorem 3.1. 
The proof of this theorem is based on the following proposition, in which we 
use the following notation: 
qj = T m,o,+...+m,_,o,_, + I,, + Tm,+,n,+,+...+m,,,~,~, for j E [I~11 
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and 
r, = lnlbl+...+n,-lkl + I”,~, + ln,+lbi+l+“.+nIbIbIhl, 
I for i E [lbl]. 
Proposition 3.3. Let U, b E s* und p E Bis(Ci,l,,,l m++, Cis[lbll nibi), where mj 3 1 
for j E [Ial] and rzi > 1 for j E [Iu~]. Then there exist hj E Bis(mjaj, mjej) for each 
j E [lull and gi E Bi,(nibi, nibi) for euch j E [lbl] such thut 
are increasing for all j E [lull and all i E [lb]]. 
The proof of this proposition is based on two remarks and a lemma. 
Remark 3.4. Zf u E In,(ns, a) with s E S and n > 1 then there exzkts v E Bi,(ns, ns) 
such that vu is increasing. 
Remark 3.5. Zf u E Ini’(u, ns) with s E S and n 2 1 then there exists v E Bi,(ns, ns) 
such that uv ti increusing. 
Lemma 3.6. Let w E Bi,(C ,E[~n~~ mjaj, Cis[lbl] n&i). Zf for every j E [I41 CIjW k 
increasing, then there exists gi E Bi,(nibi, n,b,) for each i E [lbl] such that 
(1) qjw(~is[lbll gi) is increasing for every j E [la I], 
(2) W(Cie[lbl]gi) i r is increasing for every i E [ 1 b I]. 
Proof. Let i E [lbl]. By applying Remark 3.5 to wri we find gi E Bis(nibi, nibi) 
such that Wrigi is increasing. Since w(& gi)rf = wrigi the second condition is 
fulfilled. 
We still have to prove that qjW(Ci gi) are increasing. Let j E [lull, 1 G u < v < 
m, and denote m + [n] = {m + i 1 i E [n]}, for m, n E N. There are two cases: 
(a) Suppose there exists i E [lbl] such that (qjw)(u) and (qjw)(V) are in 
n1 +. . . + ni_I + [nil. As wrigi and qj are increasing it follows that (qjwrigi)(u) < 
(qjwCg;)(v), hence 
<nl+ * . * +ni-I+ (9jwgi)(v) = (9jw(T LTi))tv). 
(b) Suppose there exist i #i’ in [lbl] such that 
(l&W)(U) E n1 + ’ * . + t&l+ [nil and (qjw)(v)~n,++~~+ni~_l+[ni.]. 
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As qjw is increasing we deduce i < i’. As 
and 
(qjW(Fgi))(v)Enl+..‘+ni’-l+[~i’] 
we deduce (qjW(Ci g,))(U) < (qjW(Ci g,))(v)* 0 
Proof of Proposition 3.3. By applying Remark 3.4 to qjp for j E [Ial] we find 
hi E Bis(mjaj, mjUj) such that hiqjp is increasing. Hence qj(Cj hj)p = hjqjp is 
increasing for every j E [IQ!]. Finally apply Lemma 3.6 for w = (Cj h,)p. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We apply Proposition 3.3 for p = f; (we take hi = lA if 
rn,! = 0, and gi = lh if nl = 0) and we use the identities /Iz,,;S = AZ; for j E [[al] and 
g,V$ = Vz, for i E [lbl] to obtain the conclusion. Cl 
In the sequel we suppose f = f If if 4 . 1s another representation off E Rel,(u, b) 
and we use the following notation: 
(i) f; = C Azr, f; = C V$, 
jePl1 ’ icWl1 
(ii) for j E [lull and i E [lb\] let pji be the cardinal number of the set 
1% k’) Efh 1 (i, k) Efi and & i) Efil, 
(iii) for j E [la\], j* = {i E [lb\] ( (j, i) E f} and 
qj = T m;o,+...+m;_,a,_, + I,;, + T,;+,,,+,+...+,I:,.,~,, 
(iv) for i E [\bl], i* = {j E [la\] ) (j, i) Ef} and 
,., = ln;bl+-+n:-&l + I,;,, + ln;+lb,+l+..,+niblblh(. I 
Notice that pii # 0 iff (j, i) E f. 
Remark 3.7. If the representation f = f if if; f u s 111 in Theorem 3.1, then for @I (‘“) 
every j E [lul] and i E [lb& 
C psi + k for each k E [pji]. 
st[j-11 
Proof. For j E [lull as qjf; is increasing we deduce for every i E [lbl] that 
<(qjf;)( 2 
re[i-I] 
p,,+p,)Sn;+.--+nj_,+n/. 
AS for i E [lbl], f; r is increasing we get the conclusion. i 0 
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Lemma 3.8. Let f =fif& be the standard representation off E Rel,(a, b) and 
f = f if if; another representation which ful’ls (iii) in Theorem 3.1. If F : BiS-, B 
is an ssmc morphism and if Wjj E B(F(aj), F(pj;ai)) for every (j, i) E f then 
( C C &jF(f;) = F(f’)(i~,,~* Wi) 
js[la(] iej’ 
Proof. Using f as a sort set and using Theorem 2.2 we define the ssmc morphisms 
G : Bif+ Bis and H : Bi,* BiS such that for every (j, i) E f G(j, i) = aj and 
H(j, i) =pjiai. Let 
u E Bif(j& z+ (i, 9, z c (i, 9) 
ie[lbl] jei’ 
be defined by u(t) =f2(t) for every t, i.e. u is just a copy of f2 having all the 
arrows of different sorts. As the restriction of G to objects maps every letter in a 
letter we deduce from Corollary 2.4 that G(u)(t) = u(t), for every t, hence 
G(u) =f2. Using remarks 3.7 and 2.5 we deduce H(u) = f;. 
Let I : f * + Mar(B) be the monoid morphism defined by 
Z(j, i) = Wjj E B(GF(j, i), HF(j, i)) for every (j, i) E f. 
By Proposition 2.7 
l(jEz,, iz* (i, $0(u)) = F(G(u))~(~~& jz (i, 9) .I 
which easily implies the conclusion. 0 
Lemma 3.9. Let f =fif2f3 be the standard representation of f E Rel,(a, b). If 
f = f If if 4 i.s another representation which fulfils (iii) in Theorem 3.1 then 
Proof. By using Lemma 3.8 in the case that F is the identity morphism of Bi, and 
W$ = &, for every (j, i) E f it follows that 
Theorem 3.10. If fif2f3 is the standard representation of f E Rel,(a, b) and 
f = f i f ;f; is another representation, then there exist hj E Bis(m,!aj, m,!aj) for each 
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j E [Ial] and gi E B&(n[b,, nlbi), for each i E [lb!], such that 
Proof. First we apply Theorem 3.2 to obtain a representation f =f;f.fj with 
which fulfils (iii) in Theorem 3.1. Remark for each j E [ Ial] and each i E [lb I] that 
pji is equal to the cardinal number of the set {(k, k’) l f;ll (j, k) l fi, (k’, i) of;}. 
Then we apply Lemma 3.9 to get the conclusion. 0 
4. A general theorem 
The theorem is on the category xy-Rels where x E {a, b, c, d} and y E 
{a, l3, y, 6) are two parameters as in Table 2. We may suppose xy # acY as the 
theorem corresponding to the case x = a and y = cx was proved in the Section 2. 
In the sequel we shall use the bijection q,“,,, E Bi,((mn)s, (nm)s), defined for 
every SES, n>O and m?=O by (a) Q~S~,~=CJ&=~~, (b) for nsl and m>l, 
rp”,,,(j)=(r--l)n+k+lifandonlyifj=km+randl~r%m. 
Definition 4.1. Let B be an ssmc. An object a of B is said to be an xy-object if for 
every m satisfying x and n satisfying y two morphisms A”, E B(a, mu) and 
Vz E B(na, a) are given such that the following hypotheses are fulfiled. 
(IPO) A? = vf = 1,. 
(IPl) A%( x A;> = A’$,+,,,,,, if mj and m satisfy x; 
isbl 
( > c vz v; = vLslnln, a 3 if IZ~ and n satisfy y. is[n] 
(IP2) If F : Bis-, B is an ssmc morphism such that F(s) = a, for some s E S, 
then 
ARF(f) = A”,, for every f E Bi,(ms, ms), if m satisfies x; 
F(f )‘.‘:: = K for every f E Bis(ns, ns), if 12 satisfies y. 
(IP3) If F : Bi,+ B is an ssmc morphism such that F(s) = Q, for some s E S, 
then 
V:Aa, = (i& hY)F(~ll.m)(~&V.), 
if m and n satisfy x and y, respectively. 
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(IP4) /\GV: = 1, if m 3 1 and satisfies x and y. 
Note that every u E S* is an xy-object of xy-Rel, for every x and y. 
In the next lemma we shall use the following notations. We use two relations 
f E xy-Rel,(a, b) and g E xy-Rel,(b, c) with the standard representations f= 
fij& and g = grg2g3, respectively, where fi = Cjsl(all AZ,, gl = Cicllbll A;:, f2 and 
gz are in Bk, f3 = Cisllbll K: and g3 = C~sllCll VZ:. 
For j E [lu]] and r E [mi], let p(j, r) = (f&)(mI +. . * + mj-1 + r) E [lbl]. Note 
that bpo, r) = Uj. Let 
Y=[lbl] and uEBiY ( C C p(j, r), C C i) 
iGlal1 r4m,l i+bll 44 
defined by u(t) =f2(t), for every t. [The elements of Y should be considered as 
symbols and the above sums as concatentation of symbols.] Let iy, oy : Bi,+ Bis 
be the unique ssmc morphisms such that iy(i) = bi for i E Y and or(i) = mfbi for 
i E Y, respectively. Note that iy(u) =f2. 
Similarly, for k E [ICI] and r E [n;], let q(k, r) = (glg2)-‘(n; + . . . + r~;_~ + r) E 
[lbl]. Note that bqCk, 7) = ck. Let 
Z = WI1 and v l BiZ ( c 2 6 c c 4% r)) 
iellbll r44 keIlcl1 Nnil 
be defined by v(t) = g2(t) for every t. Let iz, oz : BiZ+ Bis be the unique ssmc 
morphisms such that i=(i) = nibi for i E Z and oz(i) = bi for i E Z, respectively. 
Note that O=(U) =g,. 
Finally, for j E [lu]] let my = CrElmil m;cj,,, and for k E [ICI] let n; = C,,l,;l n&r). 
Note that m,” satisfies x and n; satisfies y. 
Lemma 4.2. Using the earlier notation, if G : Bis-, B is an ssmc morphism and if 
for every s E S, G(s) is an xy-object in B, denoted (s, A”,, Vf), then 
c.x,, ha)Gw(i~,l w2~)G(g3(k~ lI K$ 
= (j~,,AO'i)G(Oy(U)(i~ll ~~,~;)i~;v,,c,sllv~~). 
c 
Proof. By using IP3, the left-hand side becomes 
( c +CfJ( c c hb.:)(i.&~b~,m:)) 
ie[lall ie[lbil 44 
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By applying Proposition 2.7 for the ssmc morphisms i,G : Bi,+ B and 
oyG : Bi,+ B and for the monoid morphism Zy : Y* --, Mar(B) defined by 
ZY(i) = A:: E B(G(i,(i)), G(oY(i))) for i E [lb& 
we get 
G(LJ( c 2 Ai:) = G(iy(U))Z~( c c i) 
ie[lbll -1~1 icIlbl1 -[n,l 
=b(,El re&~(h +M4) 
Similarly, by applying Proposition 2.7 for the ssmc morphisms izG : B 
o,G : Bi,+ B and for the monoid morphism Z, : Z* - Mar(B) defined by 
Z,(i) = V$ E B(G(i,(i)), G(o,(i))) for i E [[bl], 
we get 
(z,, rE, v;:)G(gJ = zz(iE, : rE ] i)G(oz(v)) : 
=c(iz(v))l,( c c q(k 4) 
kc[lcll reIni 
= GGAv))( c c Qi::;) 
keIlcl1 -[4Tl 
= G(i,(v))( c c Q+,,)). 
kc[lcll =I41 
Therefore, by using IPl, the left-hand side of the identity to be proved is equal 
to 
. G(i,(v))( c ( c VZ;(k,r))V$) 
k4lCll re[nil 
Theorem 4.3. Let B be an ssmc. Zf for every s E S an xy-object (s, K,, Vi) is given 
in B then there exists a unique ssmc morphism H : xy-Rel,+ B such that for every 
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s ES: 
H(s) = s, 
H(AS,) = ns,, 
H(V,“) = V,“, for every n satisfying y. 
Proof. Theorem 2.2 shows there exists a unique ssmc morphism F : Bis+ B such 
that F(s) = s for every s E S. 
(1) For every f ~xy-Rel,(a, 6) we define H(f) by 
H(f) = ( c hff;)F(f,)(& 4:) 
i4lall 
where 
is a representation (f; is from Bis) such that all ml satisfy x and all n,’ satisfy y. 
To prove the definition of H is correct we use the standard representation of 
f given by Theorem 3.1. As f is in xy-Rel s, all mj satisfy x and all ni satisfy y. 
First, we apply Theorem 3.2 to obtain another representation f = f;f$f; which 
fulfils (iii) in Theorem 3.1. Recall that f;‘= (Cj_cllall hj)f;(Cic[lbllg;) where hk E 
Bis(mlaj, mjaj) for each j E [Ial] and gi E B&(nlb,, n,!bJ for each i E [lbl]. 
Then, using JP2, IPl and the same notation as in Section 3 we deduce that the 
expression in the definition of H(f) is equal to 
( C 
ie[lall 
E;F(hj))F(f;)( C Fk;lG/) 
iEIlMl 
= (,E,, A$(is* A~,)F(hj))F(f;)(i~~,, F(gi)(jz* ‘g)‘Z). 
Therefore to finish the proof of the correctness, i.e. to show the above expression 
is equal to 
it suffices to show that 
FG) = ( c c Q,)F(f;‘) ( c 
je[lal] iej* 
c VP). 
ic[lbll jei* 
Using Lemma 3.8 for Wji = AZ, we deduce the right-hand side is equal to 
hence by IP4 the above equality holds. 
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(2) For f E BiS(a, b), using the standard representation of 
’ = (jz,, l\‘;‘lf(i~~] “‘> 
and IPO we deduce H(f) = F(f). F or m satisfying x and for n satisfying y we 
deduce using the standard representations, that H(AS,) = M, and H(V:) = V:. 
(3) To prove H(fg) = H(f)W(g) for f E xy-Rel,(a, b) and g E xy-Rel,(b, c) we 
use the standard representation off with the same notation as in Theorem 3.1 and 
the standard representation of g =g,g,g, where g, = CieIlb,l A:,,, g, is from Bis 
and g3 = CkcllCll V$. As g is an xy-relation, all ml and all n; satisfy x and y, 
respectively. By using Lemma 4.2 in the case G is the identity morphism of Bi, it 
follows that 
fs = ( 
By using the definition of H and Lemma 4.2 for G = F it follows that 
(4) To prove H(f + g) = H(f) + H(g) for f E xy-Rel,(a, b) and g E xy- 
Rel,(c, d) we keep the same notation for f and we write g = g,g2g3 where 
gl = Ckt(,c(, Kit;> g, is in Bis and g3 = Ckc(,d,j ‘4$- As f f g = VI + gd(fi + gd(f3 + 
f3) we deduce that 
Notice that IP4 was used only to prove the correctness of the definition of H. 
5. An analysis of the hypotheses IPl-4 
In this section we simplify as much as possible the hypotheses IPl-4 in order to 
obtain simple presentations for xy-Rel,. 
Let (B, +, e, y) be an ssmc and let (a, A:, V,“) be an xy-object of B. The main 
idea is the replacement of the operations A; and V,” by their particular cases AI; 
(denoted I”), A; (d enoted A”), Vz (denoted T,) and Vz (denoted V,). In terms of 
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these particular operations, the operations AK and Vz may be defined inductively 
as follows: 
A”,+1 = A”(& + l,), v:+l = (V:: + l,)V,. 
These definitions are used only in the cases x E {c, d} and y E {y, 6)) respectively. 
We will prove that the axioms A-G and A”-D” in Table 1 (where A. and aXb 
must be replaced by e and yO,b, respectively), characterize a d&object; in general 
an xy-object is characterized by the corresponding axioms in column 5 of Table 3. 
If x = d or y = 6 the first step of the inductive definition is At = I” or Vz = T,, 
respectively. In this case we may use the axiom C” or C, respectively, to prove 
IPO. In the other cases IPO holds by the definition: A: = 1, and V‘i = 1, which are 
used in the cases x = c and y = y, respectively, as the first step of the inductive 
definition. Also notice that from IPO it follows that Ai = A” and Vi = V,. 
We have to study 60 variants = 4 hypotheses [i.e. IPl-41 x cases [i.e. 
(x, E {a, c, d} X {CY, y, 6) - ar); the case is covered by Theorem 
The is reduced to 7 variants using 
duality understand the process statements 
according to the rules: is gfi is A: is 
Vz, is Ai, f + g 1, remain unchanged. Therefore 
we use 
Lemma 5.1. The second equality in IPl in the case ay follows from axiom (A) of 
Table 1. 
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Proof. Although the result is known (see [19]) we give the proof (by induction on 
n) to make the paper selfcontained. 
The case n = 1 is easy. For n = 2 we show that 
(Vi + Vi,)V, = Vf+j, for every i, j 2 1 
by induction on j. The inductive step is 
(Vi + vi+‘)& = (Vi + vi, + l,)(ln + V,)V, = (Vi + vi, + l,)(V, + l,)V, 
= (v;+;ti + l,)V, = v;++i+l. 
For n 2 3 we have 
Lemma 5.2. The second equality in IPl in the case a6 follows from (A), (B) and 
(9 
Proof. Using (B) it follows that (C) implies (1, + T,)V, = V,. Now the proof of 
the lemma is similar to the previous proof, but the inductions begin with 0. The 
case n = 0 is clear: the empty sum from the left handside is 1,. In the case n = 2 
the first step of the induction on j is 
(V; + V:)V, = (V; + l,)(la + TJV, = Vi. 0 
The analysis of IP2. As in the analysis of IPl, we reduce the study to the second 
equality in IP2 in the cases ay and a& But remark (c) allows us to replace the 
case a6 with the cases a@ and ay. Hence we have to study only the second 
equality in IP2 in the case ay. 
Lemma 5.3. The second equality in IP2 in the case ay follows from (A) and (B). 
Proof. Since every f E B&(ns, ns) may be written as a composite of bijections of 
the type li, + “x” + lcn_i_2)sr where 0~ i <n - 2, it is enough to show that IP2 
holds for this kind of bijections. Indeed, using Lemma 5.1 we deduce 
(Ii0 + Ya,f~ + Icn--i--Z)a)VZ = (lia + Ya,a + lcn-i--2)o)(lia + va + l~n--r--Z)a)V~-l 
= (lja + v, + l@_i_-Z)a)V::-l = v:. 0 
The analysis of IP3. As IP3 holds for m = 1, using remark (a) we reduce the 
study to six cases: bfi, by, b6, cy, cS and d6. Using remark (c) we reduce the 
study of IP3 to three cases: b@, by and cy. 
Lemma 5.4. IP3 in the case bfi follows from (E). 
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Proof. For n = 1 or m = 1 the hypothesis IP3 obviously holds. The last case 
n = 0 = m is covered by (E). 0 
Lemma 5.5. IP3 in the case by follows from (D). 
Proof. The case m = 1 is obvious. In the case m = 0, by induction on n, we have 
,:+I,, = (V:: + l,)V,l” = (V:: + l,)(l” + I”) 
= c l”+l”= c I”. 0 
ie[nJ it[n+lj 
Lemma 5.6. IP3 in the case cy follows from (F). 
Proof. We prove IP3 using induction on IZ + m, for pairs (n, m) with n 2 2 and 
m 2 2. In the case (2,2) we apply (F). The case (2, m + 1) is reduced to the case 
(2, m) as follows: 
v:r\;,r = V,A”(A$ + 1,) = (A” + Aa)(l, + ya,u + l,)(V, + V,)(A; + 1,) 
= (A’ + A?(10 + ~a.0 + l,)[ (AL + AC)F(&)(i& Vu) + Vo] 
= (A” + A”)(AX + ~cz,aVVta + 1,) + LJ(~(cGJ + ld(,e,~+,, Vu) 
= (A=+ A”)(A:+ l,+ A:+ l,)(l,,+ yo,mo + 10)(F(&z) + l&( c 
ie[m+ I] 
V”) 
= (K+, + A;+, F((L +“x”” + L)(Q%rn + l,))(,E,~+,, vu) 
= (& h,+,)F(m;,+l)(i~~+,, vt). 
Finally the case (n + 1, m) for n 2 2 is reduced to the cases (2, m) and (n, m) as 
folIows: 
V;+‘A; = (V:: + l,)V,A$ = (V: + l,)(AZ + AZ)F(&)( 2 Vo) 
ie[nlj 
= (je;+,, K)[W,m) +Ll[;~,V:: + l,..]r(~.~,.,.)(iE,V~). 
We pause for the proof of 
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where m,n s 1 and Y,,, E Bi,(m(ns) + ms, m((n + 1)s)) is defined by 
Y,Jin+k)=i(n+l)+k ifOSi<mandkE[n], 
!&(mn + i) = i(n + 1) if i E [ml. 
First note that Y1 = lcn+iti, q&+i = (1, + “X” + ls)(~S2,m + lb) and (l,,,, + 
“X” + l,)( Ym + 1 (n+l)s) = Ym+,. The proof is by induction on m, the inductive 
step being 
( c K + l(m+l)a ~(&n+l) ie[m+l] > 
= 
[ 
c v: + (Vi + La)Ya,ma + 1, (F(Q)Ln) + LJ 
ie(m] 1 
= (1 m(no) + Yna,ma + 1,) 
K 
c V:: + L F(&.m) + V:: + 1, 
ic[m] 1 1 
= wm(m) + ““X” + L)( ‘y, + l(n+l)s “(je,~+,, oc + l.)) 
Turning to the original proof, as (Q&,, + 1,) ‘y, = v:+,,~ it follows that 
V:+lK= (,.;+r, +((& + 1,) Ym)( c (V:: + l&J 
iE[??l] 
The analysis ofIP4. As IP4 holds if x E {a, b} or y E {a, /3}, we have to study four 
cases: cy, co, dy and do. Using remark (c) we reduce these cases to the case cy. 
Lemma 5.7. IP4 in the case cy follows from (G). 
Proof. By induction on m we have 
A;+lv:+i = /\“(A; + l,)(V:: + l,)V, = A”& + l,)V, = 1,. 0 
Using these lemmas we give a simple definition of the concept of xy-object in 
the fifteen cases: 
-An @-object is a pair (a, T,) where T, E B(e, a). A bar-object is the dual 
concept. 
-An ay-object is just a commutative semigroup, i.e. a pair (a, V,) where the 
morphism V, E B(a + a, a) satisfies (A) and (B). A ecu-object is the dual concept, 
called commutative cosemigroup. 
-An ah-object is just a commutative monoid, i.e. a triple (a, V,, T,) where the 
morphisms V, E B(a + a, a) and T, E B(e, a) satisfy (A), (B) and (C). A 
da-object is the dual concept, called commutative comonoid. 
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-A bp-object is a triple (a, T,, I”) where the morphisms T, E B(e, a) and 
I” E B(a, e) satisfy (E). This concept is selfdual. 
-A by-object is (a, V,, I”) where the morphisms V, and I” satisfy (A), (B) and 
(D). A $-object is the dual concept. 
-A b&object is (a, V,, T,, 1”) where the morphisms V,, T, and I” satisfy (A), 
(B), (C), (D) and (E). A dfi-object is the dual concept. 
-A cy-object (a, V,, Aa) is a commutative semigroup (a, V,) and a commuta- 
tive cosemigroup (a, A”) which satisfy (F) and (G). The concept is selfdual. 
-A co-object (a, V,, T,, Au) is a commutative monoid (a, V,, T,) and a 
commutative cosemigroup (a, A”) which satisfy (D)“, (F) and (G). A dy-object is 
the dual concept. 
-A da-object (a, V,, T,, I”, A”) is a commutative monoid (a, V,, Ta) and a 
commutative comonoid (a, A”, 1”) which satisfy D, (D)“, (E), (F) and (G). This 
concept is selfdual. 
6. The results iu an algebraic frame 
There are some differences between Theorems 2.2 and 4.3. To obtain a simpler 
enunciation of Theorem 4.3 as in the case of Theorem 2.2 we need a stronger 
algebraic structure. 
Let x E {a, b, c, d} and y E {(Y, p, y, 6). 
Definition 6.1. An ssmc (B, +, e, y) is said to be an xy-ssmc if every object of B 
is an xy-object and if the corresponding axioms of type SV from Table 1 (where k 
and X must be replaced by e and y, respectively) are fulfilled. More exactly, 
axioms SVl-2 must be fulfilled if y E {p, S}, axioms SV3-4 must be fulfilled if 
y E {y, a}, axioms SVl”-2” must be fulfilled if x E {b, d} and axioms SV3”-4” 
must be fulfilled if x E {c, d}. 
Note that xy-Rels is an xy-ssmc. Also note that an au-ssmc is the same as an 
ssmc. 
Definition 6.2. Let B and B’ be two xy-ssmc’s. An ssmc morphism H : B+- B’ is 
said to be an xy-ssmc morphism if H fulfils, for every object a of B, the following 
conditions: 
H(T,) = THW if y E 0% 61, 
H(V,) = VHca) if Y E {Y, 61, 
H(1”) = lH@) if x E {b, d} and 
H(A”) = AH(“) if x E {c, d}. 
Note that an au-ssmc morphism is the same as an ssmc morphism. 
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Lemma 6.3. Let B and B’ be two xy-ssmc’s. An ssmc morphism H : B+ B’ is an 
xy-ssmc morphism if and only if H fulfils, for every object a of B, the following 
conditions : 
H(Vi) = V”,,,, for every n which satisfies y and 
H(A;) = AZ(=) for every m which satisfies x. 
Proof. One implication is obvious. For the converse the above equalities must be 
proved. We do this only for the first one. If n = 0 (cases y = l3 or y = a), we use 
H(T,) = TuCa,. If n = 1 the equality holds. If n Z= 2 (cases y = y or y = 6), we go 
on by induction: 
H(V:+‘) = H((V: + l,)V,) = (V;;,,, + IH&‘H(~) = V%::,. 0 
Theorem 6.4. If B is an xy-ssmc then every monoid morphism h : S* + Oh(B) 
has a unique extension to an xy-ssmc morphism H : xy-Rel,+ B such that 
Oh(H) = h. 
Proof. For every s E S we use the xy-object (h(s), A?‘, Vz,,,) to apply Theorem 
4.3. Therefore there exists a unique ssmc morphism H : xy-Rel,+ B such that for 
every s E S: 
H(s) = h(s), 
H(AS,) = A, ‘(‘) for every m satisfying x and 
H(V,“) = Vz,,, for every n satisfying y. 
The first equality is equivalent to Oh(H) = h. The equalities from Definition 6.2 
may be proved from the second and the third equalities. We do this only for the 
last one by induction on the length of a. The first step a = A is obvious. The 
inductive step, for s E S and a E S*, is: 
,(A,+‘) = H((Aa + /\“)(l, + “X” + 1,)) 
= (H(A”) + H(A”))(l,(,) + YH(~),N(~) + I,,,,) 
= (AH@) + A’=?(l,,,, + YH(~),H(~) + I,,,,) 
= AH(a)+H(s) = AH(o+s) 0 
Let xy-SSMC be the category of all the xy-ssmc’s and of their morphisms. For a 
given monoid M we introduce xy-SSMC M, the subcategory of xy-SSMC whose 
objects and morphisms are defined as follows: 
(a) An xy-ssmc B is said to be an M-xy-ssmc if Oh(B) = M. 
(b) An xy-ssmc morphism H : B--, B’, where B and B’ are M-xy-ssmc’s is said 
to be an M-xy-ssmc morphism if Oh(H) is the identity of M. 
Corollary 6.5. For every x E {a, b, c, d} and y E {a, p, y, 6) the class of relations 
xy-Rels is an initial object of xy-SSMCs-. 
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This corollary provides the characterization of xy-Rel, as an initial abstract 
data type in the way explained in the introduction. 
Notice that xy-SSMC,+, is a variety in the sense of universal algebra, therefore it 
has an initial object. If the monoid M is free, Corollary 6.5 gives a clean model 
for the initial object of xy-SSMC,,,. We do not know a clean model for the initial 
object of xy-SSM&, even in the simplest case au, and even if we accept that the 
monoid M is, say, equidivisible. 
We finish this section with some remarks regarding the algebraic structures 
introduced above. 
The xy-objects of an ssmc (B, +, e, y) have a natural structure of monoid. If 
(a, V,, T,, I”, A”) and (6, V,, Tb, lb, A”) are do-objects, then their product is by 
definition 
(a + b, (1, + yb,o + l,)(v, + vb), Ta + Tb, 1” + lb, (A” + Ab)(l, + Yo,b + lb)). 
We obtain a monoid whose neutral element is (e, l,, l,, l,, 1,). To prove this 
affirmation, the calculus is long, but not difficult. In the case of xy-objects, the 
definition of the product is obtained from the above definition keeping only the 
operations used for xy-objects. For example the product for by-objects is defined 
by 
(4 va, l”)(b, vb, lb) = (a + b, (1, + yb,a + lb)(Va + vb), 1” + 1’) 
The monoid of xy-objects of B is denoted by Oh,(B). Remark that 
Oh,,(B) = Oh(B). 
Let MON be the category of monoids. The functor Obds : SSMC+ MON is 
defined for H E SSMC(B, B’) by 
Ob,,(H)(a, V,, T,, I”, A\“) = (H(a), VH(a), TH(a), lH@), AH(‘)), 
for every do-object (a, V,, T,, I”, A”) of B. In the case of the xy-object, the 
definition of the functor Ob, : SSMC-, MON is obtained from the above 
definition, keeping only the operations used for the xy-objects. For example 
Ob,,(H)(a, V,, 1”) = (H(a), VH++ I”‘“‘). 
The natural transformation FxY : Ob xy + Ob forgets the additional structure, 
i.e. for every xy-object (a, . . .) of B, by definition: Fy(a, . . .) = a. 
Proposition 6.6. An SS~C B is an xy-ssmc if and only if B is endowed with a 
monoid morphism m : Oh(B)+ Oh,,(B) such that mF2 = lobcB). 
Proof. Remark that the equality rnF2 = &b(S) says that for every object a of B 
the carrier of m(u) is a. Remark that m is a monoid morphism if and only if the 
corresponding equalities of type SV, with il replaced by e and X replaced by y, 
from Table 1 hold. 0 
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Proposition 6.7. Let (B, m) and (B’, m’) be two xy-ssmc’s, where m and m’ are 
monoid morphlsms as in Proposition 6.6. An ssmc morphism H : B+ B’ is an 
xy-ssmc morphism if and only if mob,,,(H) = Ob(H)m’. 
Proof. In the case x = d and y = 6, for every object a of B, if m(u) = 
(a, V,, T,, I”, A”) the above equality becomes (H(a), H(V,), H(T,), H(l”), 
H(A”)) = m’(H(a)) therefore it is equivalent to the equalities from Definition 
6.2. 0 
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